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Sales of mechanical security products in the US are
expected to rise at an above average annual rate through
2020. Growth will be driven by the large lock segment,
which will benefit from continued gains in building construction spending. Advances in value terms will be aided
by the ongoing shift to higher value electrified products,
particularly door locks and door security hardware, which
are used with electronic access control systems. The need
for electrified mechanical security products will continue
to rise as access controls are installed at more entry points.

Door locks to be fastest growing product
In 2015, locks accounted for nearly three-fourths of
mechanical security product sales. Sales of door locks
dominate this segment and are expected to see the
fastest growth of any mechanical security product through
2020. Gains will be driven by rising demand for doors in
both new construction and repair and renovations and
further supported by routine replacement and upgrade
sales. Door lock market value will also benefit from the
rising use of more sophisticated electromagnetic locks in
tandem with electronic access control systems, which are
increasingly prevalent in nonresidential buildings. In fact,
electromechanical door locks will continue to generate
double-digit annual gains through 2020. The relatively
mature padlock segment will register slower growth. Most
padlocks are low-cost items and demand is primarily
satisfied by imported products.

Door security hardware to also do well
Sales of door security hardware, including panic hardware
and exit devices, represented 10 percent of mechanical

security sales in 2015. As with locks, this segment will
generate above average sales gains through 2020. Sales of
these products will benefit from the strong demand for
doors, as well as the increasing use of access controls and
more expensive electrified door security hardware.

Security storage equipment
to see slower gains
Security storage equipment, such as safes and vaults, the
second largest segment in 2015, will see slower gains
going forward. The primary market for many security
storage products is the financial sector, and sales will be
restrained by the declining number of banking and credit
union offices as the ongoing prevalence of ecommerce
transactions limits the amount of physical cash handled.
Demand for vaults will be particularly limited, as replacement sales are rare; however, some opportunities exist in
new installations. Safes are expected to post better
growth, as they benefit both from a wider pool of potential customers and rising interest in gun safes.

Study coverage
This study analyzes US demand for mechanical security
products. It presents historical demand data (2005, 2010
and 2015) and forecasts (2020 and 2025) by product and
market. The study considers market environment factors,
details industry structure, evaluates company market
share, and profiles 24 industry competitors, including
ASSA ABLOY, Allegion, and Stanley Black & Decker.
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TABLE IV-5
products
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Door Locks
Sales of door locks are projected to reach $3.9 billion in 2020
on annual gains of 6.9 percent, the fastest growth of any mechanical
2005 2010 2015 2020 2025
security product. Rapid growth will be driven by increases in both newItem 					
construction and renovation spending, resulting in demand for both
doors and the locks that go with them. Sales of door locks also benefitGovernment Expend & Investment (bil $) 2494 3174 3190 3705 4305
from the large existing stock of products, which are replaced relatively $ govt security/mil $ govt spending
116
86 129 146 159
frequently. For example, rising sales of existing single family homes 					
will provide a boost to door lock demand, since new residents generally
Institutional Floor Space (bil sq ft)
22.3 25.4 27.6 29.1 30.6
replace existing locks. Similarly, multifamily buildings provide a large $ institutional security/000 sq ft
9.1 8.1 12.5 18.4 26.3
market for replacement demand, as the locks of individual units are usu					
ally replaced whenever a new resident moves in; however, some property
Government & Institutional Market
493 479 755 1075 1490
owners choose to rekey these locks, limiting additional replacement
By User:					
demand. Sales of door locks for use in nonresidential buildings will 		Government			
289 274 410 540 685
see additional gains in value terms, driven by the increasing prevalence		Institutional			
204 205 345 535 805
of access control systems, which necessitate the use of more expensive By Product:					
electromechanical door locks.
		Locks			
389 374 598 854 1180
		 Security Storage Equipment
12
11
13
14 15
Door locks can be used in a wide variety of buildings and settings,		 Door Security Hardware		
69
74 124 187 274
and can be either mechanical (i.e., do not require the use of electricity)		Key
or
Blanks			
4
5
6
6
7
electromechanical (i.e., do require the use of electricity, also called elec		Other			
19
15
14
14 14
trified door locks). Mechanical door locks dominate demand, accounting
					
for 85 percent in 2015. Sales of electromechanical door locks are more % government & institutional
12.5 14.1 16.1 17.7 19.2
limited, as these products are typically only utilized in conjunction with
Mechanical Security Product Demand
3930 3395 4675 6080 7750
an electronic access control system. However, demand for electromechanical door locks has grown rapidly as access control systems have
Source: The Freedonia Group
become increasingly prevalent in nonresidential buildings. This growth
is expected to continue going forward, driving sales of electromechanical
door locks to outpace sales gains of mechanical door locks through 2020.
The type of lock used is dependent on the level of security needed.
In some cases, the type of lock needed is dictated by building codes. In
TABLE III-1
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MECHANICAL SECURITY PRODUCT SUPPLY & DEMAND
(million dollars)

• Determine your market & sales potential
• Learn more about industry competitors
• Assess new products & technologies
• Identify firms to merge with or acquire
• Complement your research & planning
• Gather data for presentations
• Confirm your own internal data
• Make better business decisions
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2005 2010 2015 2020 2025

Building Product Shipments (bil $)
231.3
$ mech security/000$ building products 17.0
					
Mechanical Security Product Demand
3930
Locks				 2820
Security Storage Equipment
580
Door Security Hardware		
331
Key Blanks			
83
Other				
116
					
- net imports			
865
Mechanical Security Product Shipments 3065

183.2 226.5 270.5 310.5
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This study can help you:

3395 4675 6080 7750
2295 3360 4545 5975
585 647 704 750
321 453 599 776
84
98 108 118
110 117 124 131

960 1545 2180 2950
2435 3130 3900 4800
Source: The Freedonia Group
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Related Studies
Education Security Market
This study analyzes the US education security market. It presents historical demand data (2005, 2010,
2015) and forecasts (2020, 2025) for electronic products (e.g., alarms, access controls, video surveillance,
contraband detection), mechanical products (e.g.,
locks, security storage equipment, door security hardware), and services (e.g., guarding, alarm monitoring,
systems integration, security consulting, pre-employment screening). The study also considers market
environment factors, evaluates company market
share and profiles industry players.

#3401..................April 2016.................... $5300

Electronic Security Products
US demand for electronic security products is forecast
to grow 7.0 percent annually through 2019 to $16.2
billion. Technological advances will drive growth by
boosting value demand via the incorporation of valueadded features and by increasing market penetration.
Video surveillance, access controls and alarms will
be the fastest growing products. This study analyzes
the $11.6 billion US security product industry, with
forecasts for 2019 and 2024 by product and market.
The study also evaluates company market share and
profiles industry players.

#3321............... October 2015................. $5400

Private Security Services
US demand for private contracted security services
will rise 4.2 percent annually through 2019 to $66.9
billion. Systems integration and security consulting
will be the fastest growing services, while guarding and alarm monitoring will remain dominant. The
nonresidential market will remain the largest segment,
while the institutional market grows the fastest. This
study analyzes the $54.5 billion US private security
service industry, with forecasts for 2019 and 2024 by
type, market and US region. The study also evaluates
company market share and profiles industry players.

#3268.................. May 2015.................... $5400

World Security Equipment
World demand for security equipment is forecast to
increase 6.8 percent annually to $126 billion in 2018.
The fastest gains will be in developing areas, where
security markets are relatively immature. Technological innovations and the integration of security equipment with electronic devices and building systems will
aid sales. This study analyzes the $90.2 billion world
security equipment industry, with forecasts for 2018
and 2023 by product, market, world region, and for 14
countries. The study also evaluates company market
share and profiles industry participants.

#3228................ March 2015................... $6600
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Freedonia’s methods
• Establishing consistent economic & market forecasts
• Using input/output ratios, flow charts & other economic methods
		 to quantify data
• Employing in-house analysts who meet stringent quality standards
• Interviewing key industry participants, experts & end users
• Researching a proprietary database that includes trade publications,
		 government reports & corporate literature

About The Freedonia Group
The Freedonia Group is a leading international industry market research company that
provides its clients with information and analysis needed to make informed strategic
decisions for their businesses. Studies help clients identify business opportunities,
develop strategies, make investment decisions and evaluate opportunities and threats.
Freedonia research is designed to deliver unbiased views and reliable outlooks to
assist clients in making the right decisions. Freedonia capitalizes on the resources of its
proprietary in-house research team of experienced economists, professional analysts,
industry researchers and editorial groups. Freedonia covers a diverse group of
industries throughout the United States and other world markets. Industries analyzed
by Freedonia include:
Automotive & Transport • Chemicals • Construction & Building Products • Consumer
Goods • Energy & Petroleum • Industrial Components • Healthcare & Life Sciences
• Machinery & Equipment • Metals, Minerals & Glass • Packaging • Plastics & Other
Polymers • Security • Services • Textiles & Nonwovens • Water Treatment
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